
Q :Nowadays environmental problems are too big to be managed by individual persons or individual 

countries .In other words ,it is an international problem .To what extent do you agree or disagree?
A:

In recent decades ,a raging debate regarding environmental issues has taken place in society and 
the media .These issues and effects of them made a dramatic impact on the life of all species all 
over the world and need a decisive decision and comprehensive measurements .But individuals 
and governments pass the buck and none of them undertakes the responsibility of safeguarding 
the environment .I opine it is duty-bound ofencumbent on  both governments and each person 
who lives in the world to spare no effort for preserving nature and cleansing up the environment 
and in this essay I mention my reasons.
Governments on account of their facilities and power they can apply to countries play an effective 
role in the mission of conserving the environment .For one ,governments and legislators could 
have regulated standards of sustainable development ,like rules for establishing a factory or 
constructing buildings competent to the environment .For example ,one of the leading 
governments executes an admirable plan by allocating budget to banks to lend debts loans  for 
rebuilding old houses which were not optimal in consuming energy for their temperature .What 
the governments can do , never could be replaced by individuals’  efforts because the impact of 
governments are comprehensive and include all aspects of life.
Each individual could help to promote ameliorate  the situation or at least imitate the drawbacks of 
human life on the environment .People could take apart in protecting nature by organizing local 
groups and mobilizing citizens to protect the local environment .For instance ,if the type of a 
species is in danger and near extinction ,they can tap into their regional resources to prevent the 
extinction of the species .Moreover ,each of us could help the survival of the environment by 
putting a brake on the consumption of detergents ,using public transport and cutback of using 
plastic bags .
In sum ,I admit that the daunting task of protecting the environment from harms needs the morale 
of both governments and each of the persons who live on earth .I believe , we can we by 
concentrated concerted  and steady effort and responsible participation make the earth more 
pleasant for future generations.


